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On June 2, 1989, the Commiasion issued its Order in this

case, directing South Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corpora-

tion <"South Kentucky" ) to respond to requests for information.

After a review of South Kentucky's response, the Commission finds

that South Kentucky has failed to completely and adequately

respond to the request. Therefore, the Commission, on its own

motion, HEREBY ORDERS AND COMPELS South Kentucky to respond to the

following no late~ than June 23, 1989. The Commission further

orders that South Kentucky shall respond to any supplemental data

requests arising from the responses.

South Kentucky shall file the original and 12 copies of the

following information with this Commission, with a copy to all
parties of record. Each copy of the data requested should be

placed in a bound volume with each item tabbed. When a number of

sheets are required for an item, each sheet should be appropri-

ately indexed, for example, Item 1(a), Sheet 2 of 6. Include with

each response the name of the witness who will be responsible for



responding to questions relating to the information provided.

Careful attention should be given to copied material to ensure

that it is legible. Where information requested herein has been

provided along with the original application, in the format

requested herein reference may be made to the specific location
of said information in responding to this information request.
(Reference: Order dated June 2, 1989.}

3. With reference to Exhibit 20, pages 7

through 16, concerning South Kentucky's equity

management plan, provide the following:

b. If a computer model was used to gen-

erate the information on pages 8 through 16,
identify the model and provide a copy of the

model.

South Kentucky did not provide a copy of
the model. One copy of the model would be

responsive.

14. With reference to Exhibit 20, page 287,

concerning the right-of-way clearing program,

provide the following:

c. A detailed explanation of why the

test-year expense of 81,056,160 represents a

reasonable, ongoing level of expense for such

maintenance.

South Kentucky's response did not explai.n

why the test-year expense represented a rea-

sonable, ongoing level of expense.



15. Fi.le a revised Exhibit K, Schedule ¹1,
all four pages, incorporating the FAC rate

base adjustments in Case No. 10463 [footnote

omitted) to the present and proposed rates.
Also state the effect oh normalized revenue

and normalized expenses.

South Kentucky provided the revised

exhibit, but did not state the effect on

normalized revenue and normalized expenses.

19. For each of the scenarios in number 18,

provi.de the information included on page 13,

sheet 7 of 10, based on the information con-

tained in Exhibit 8 which reflects rate case

adjustments.

The response on pages 102 through 104 did

reflect the different capital credit rotation

cycles, but used the equity level which

reflected the exclusion of all generation and

transmission capital credits ("GTCCs") and

other capital credits. The scenarios in num-

ber 18 had included all GTCCs and other capi-

tal credits. Pages 105 through 107 were iden-

tical to the information filed in Exhibit 20,

pages 14 through 16.
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Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 15th day of June, 1989.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

ATTEST:

Executive Director


